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SBIA Ways & Means Committee Hearing Summary 
May 12, 2021 

 

The House Ways and Means Committee Select Revenue Measures Subcommittee convened a 

hearing today entitled “Funding our Nation’s Priorities: Reforming the Tax Code’s 

Advantageous Treatment of the Wealthy.” Witnesses at the hearing were: 

 

Adam Looney, Professor, Executive Director of the Marriner S. Eccles Institute for 

Economics and Quantitative Analysis, University of Utah  

Jason Oh, Tax Law Professor, University of California Los Angeles School of Law 

Harry L. “Hank” Gutman, Chief of Staff (Retired), Joint Committee on Taxation 

Chye-Ching Huang, Executive Director, New York University Tax Law Center 

Chris Edwards, Director of Tax Policy Studies, Cato Institute 

 

During his opening statement, Subcommittee Chairman Mike Thompson (D-CA) stated that 

middle class incomes have stagnated over the course of several years and that the wealthy have 

the ability to evade taxes. He also criticized what he termed “dynasty trusts” that allows heirs to 

avoid taxes when relatives pass away.  

 

Ranking member Adrian Smith (R-NE) said that the current tax code does a “good job” of 

ensuring the government receives the funding it needs to function properly. He argued that our 

tax code is already progressive and said arguments that the wealthy don’t pay their fair share are 

unfounded. He also cited a recent Joint Committee on Taxation report which showed that a 

taxpayer earning between 20k-30k per year pays 3.1% of their income on taxes per year, while 

someone 75-100k pays 15.8%, and someone earning over $1 million pays 31.5%. Additionally, 

he noted that there has not been one “corporate inversion” in the United States since passage of 

the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act in 2017.  

 

The hearing demonstrated (again) the stark divide between Republicans and Democrats on the 

U.S. tax system, and disagreements over the proposed income and capital gains tax increases by 

the Biden Administration. The Democratic majority called witnesses who would make the case 

for the Biden Administration’s tax proposals which would be used to support further spending 

for social programs.  

 

The hearing included debate over a number of tax related topics including step-up basis for 

capital gains, the death tax, and the proportion of income earned and taxes paid across American 

households. Democrats were across the board supportive of the Biden proposals while 

Republicans were united in opposition. 

 

The proposed increase in capital gains taxes and elimination of “step up” basis and increase in 

the top capital gain rate to 39.6% received a great deal of attention during the hearing. While this 

proposal received support from Democrats on the Committee, several Republicans pointed out 
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that this would largely be a tax on small business. Rep. Jodey Arrington (R-TX) asked how you 

could tax someone in such a way after a life of work and called it the “antithesis of the American 

Dream.”  

 

SBIA submitted a letter to members of the Subcommittee, warning them that increasing taxes on 

small businesses will destroy jobs and hamper the economic recovery.  
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